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Editors freed from bugging charge
BY BARBARA FLANAGAN
John Irwin, chief of the
The trial of two former Heights criminal division in the Attorney
editors ended quietly in Newton General's office, had been
District Court last Monday, with assigned to the case all summer.
neither side gaining a clear-cut "He was very cooperative, he
victory.
acted very reasonably-after the
Tom Sheehan and Michael fact," DuLong said. "The decision
Berkey were found neither to prosecute was another thing.
innocent nor guilty, after Judge The indictment was unneccessary
Franklin Flaschner accepted their and vindictive."
plea of nolo contendere. The nolo
DuLong said he had requested
plea, according to Harold that the charges?possession of a
DuLong, attorney for the editors, mechanical device, interception
essentially means "no contest. We with the device, and conspiracy to
weren't pleading one way or the disclose in forma t ion?be
other."
dismissed, but the judge issued no
The Attorney General's office, finding. The complaint was filed,
which had brought charges against which means that Sheehan and
the editors in May, agreed to the Berkey have no record, and the
nolo plea, a necessary condition two editors were assessed court
to the judge's acceptance of the costs based on the number of
plea. The Attorney General's complaints. Sheehan was charged
Michael Berkey (1) and Tom Sheehan, two former Heights editors, "acquiescence to nolo was a $200, Berkey $150.
were freed last Monday from charges of bugging a February Board of reasonable and legitimate
About the decision to plead
Trustees meeting. Photo by Michael A. Fager, on the steps of Newton disposition of the case," DuLong nolo, Sheehan said, "Money and
District Court.
stated.
time were crucial. And after the

Blacks charge administration harassment
BY BERNARD BELLON
A security guard who refused
admittance to a Black Talent
Program car carrying food onto
the upper campus was pelted with
food and small rocks thrown by a
group of black students Friday
evening, Sept. 10. Black students
claimed that the guard "was
harassing black people and
subsequently suffered the
consequences."
The incident occurred after a
white security guard who had
permitted cars onto the upper
campus to unload students'
possessions refused entry to a car
driven by blacks, carrying food for
a Black Talent Program picnic to
be held the next day. According
to witnesses, a verbal exchange
took place between the guard and
the students, numbering about 15,
Several students threw small
objects at the guard, including a
pebble-size stone which allegedly
struck him in the head. The guard

.

was not injured.
Edward Hanrahan, S.J., the
dean of students, told The Heights
that the guard's action was "in
keeping with policy. Had we
known ahead of time, they (the
black students) wouldn't have had
any problems. However, I don't
think it was any reason to harass
the young man."
The car was eventually
permitted to enter the upper
campus and unload the food.
When asked why other cars
carrying students' luggage had
been allowed on campus to
unload and the blacks' car had not
been, Hanrahan stated that "it is

.

university policy to allow two
hours to unload on the upper
campus for cars. The guard was
following policy."
Black students claim that the
refusal to allow the car driven by
blacks to unload on the upper
campus is the latest in a series of
harassment directed against them
by university officials. They also
cite the alleged "shadowing" of
blacks browsing in the bookstore
by bookstore personnel, the

attempt by the housing office to
replace the new pillows in the
black dorm with old ones, and the
tirades directed against their new
appointment to the Black Studies
program by the A&S faculty
chairmen during the summer (see
The Heights, September 12, 1971,
page 3).

Bookstore "shadowing"
Black students have charged
that they cannot enter the
bookstore without being
subjected to what they consider
"harassment." A member of the
Black Studies Committee told The
Heights that two white and two
black students conducted an
experiment last week to prove
their charges. He said that "when
the two whites and two blacks
went into the bookstore to
browse, the two blacks were
watched constantly to the point
of harassment by bookstore
personnel peeping around corners
and through shelves, and even
themselves pretending to be
browsing. The two whites, on the
other hand, said that they were
not even noticed and could have
stolen anything they wanted to."
He also stated that bookstore
personnel "use the fact that one
out of 24" shoplifters caught in
the bookstore were black "to
justify their actions." Black
students have demanded that
bookstore personnel immediately
stop these surveillance procedures
used on blacks.
Pillow switch
Students who worked in the
dorms during the summer claimed
that the housing office ordered
them to remove all of the new
pillows shortly before the Black
Talent Program's Orientation
began. The blacks had not been
informed of the change in the
university's policy regarding
pillows in university residences.
(The Housing Office now charges
an extra fee for pillows). One of
the student workers explained
that "we were ordered to collect
the new pillows and replace them
with old ones since it was implied

that the blacks would steal them
because they would need them."
The workers refused to carry out
the order, claiming it "was an
example of a racist attitude."
They charged that "such an order
would not have been given if the
chorale or another such
organization had been involved
instead of the Black Talent
Program." The housing office
made no attempt to press the
order in the face of the workers
refusal to carry it out.
Another incident occurred in

the dorm used for the Black
Talent Program Orientation
during the summer. A black
student reportedly surprised
several burglars one morning and
was fired at when he gave chase.
He called the Newton Police who
rushed to the scene with
shotguns, clubs, searchlights, and
dogs. They were directed to the
black dorm by the upper campus
guards and proceeded to make a
"room to room" search of the
premises "with their guns cocked
and drawn."

initial emotionalism instigated by
BC in the spring, then all the
postponements this summer, both
sides were willing for a washout."
Berkey said that he talked with
BC President W. Seavey Joyce on
May 25, a few days after the
arrests. Berkey said he asked
Joyce, "Why did you do this?" To
which Joyce replied, "There are
some things we do that we don't
want to." Berkey said he asked if
Joyce wanted he and Sheehan to
go to jail, and the response was,
"Oh, no, we thought we were
doing a civic duty."
ADout BC in general, Berkey
commented, "I would always
hope that this sort of thing
(printing the Trustees story)
On an
wasn't necessary.
administrative level, except for
five people (Hughes, Folkard,
Flanagan, Jaccobbe, and Flynn), I
would consider BC a total loss."
Sheehan sees their arrests and
trial in the light of BC's "pressure
atmosphere": "What's happening
at BC is that the Trustees and
Directors pressure the President,
he pressures vice presidents, like
the Vice President for Student
Affairs, and he pressures people
under him, like the Director of
Student Activities, and when any
of them try to deal with students,
they he. Pressures in the air at BC
are killing the students. You know
it's worse at BC than at other
places when you look at the
people at the very
top-80-year-old Jesuits and
conservative, 1950-Catholic
businessmen who still believe in
Dobie Gillis campuses."

..

Joye uster;
BADpredicatsrticleo
Second attempt in June hushed up
BY BARBARA FLANAGAN
President W. Seavey Joyce will
be removed before the academic
year is out, according to an article
in this week's Boston After Dark.
"All indications point to
Joyce's ouster," the article, by
Tom Sheehan, claims, "either
through a showdown vote of the
Trustees or a forced resignation
announcement."
The BAD article further alleges
that "prior to their last meeting in
June, two important members [of
the Board of Trustees] who had
previously supported Joyce had a
change of heart, but were talked
out of asking for his resignation
by a third Trustee sympathetic to
Joyce."
There had been some speculation on campus prior to the June
meeting that Joyce might be
ousted by the Trustees at that
time. In its May 24 issue, The
Heights reported that Joseph
Shea, Chairman of the Trustees,
had talked with high-level
administrators about Joyce's
performance and had received
several negative responses.
The Heights has learned that
the two Trustees mentioned in the

BAD article are Shea and Charles
Donovan, S.J., BC's Senior Vice
President and Dean of Faculties.
According to our sources, Shea
and Donovan had planned to ask
Joyce for his resignation prior to
the meeting, for the good of the
university, since they felt he had
no faculty and student support.
The Heights has learned further
that Raymond Baumhart,
President of Loyola College in
Chicago, sympathized with
Joyce's position and interceded
on his behalf. Baumhart and Shea
met with Joyce prior to the June
meeting. Although it is not known
what transpired at that meeting, it
is clear that Joyce's immediate
resignation was not requested at
that time.
At the official meeting of the
Trustees in June, Sheehan's story
continues, "no mention was made
of removing the President, and the
entire question was allowed to
float along unanswered, in typical
BC fashion."
Sheehan's article also alleges
that the Board of Directors, the
"most influential group in BC's
two-board power structure, have
been working over the summer for

Joyce's removal on the basis of his
administrativerecord."
The Heights has learned that
the move among the Directors
toward Joyce's ouster was
initiated by conservative members
of the Board. That group was
joined during the summer by
more liberal Directors who were
dissatisfied with Joyce's
administrative performance. It is
unclear whether or not they have
notified Joyce of their
dissatisfaction.
The allegations in the BAD
article point to the political clout
held by the Trustees who voted in
Joyce's favor at the December
Trustees meeting. At that meeting
four Trustees-Donovan, Shea,
Baumhart, and Joseph
Fitzmyer-voted to keep Joyce in
the Presidency. It is clear now
that should any of those four
decide to change their vote, they
would not have to do so at a
formal Trustees meeting. Joyce's
resignation can now be arranged
at a private session between Joyce
and any of his former supporters.
It is unclear, in fact, whether or
not such an arrangement has
already been worked out.
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Modular fire leaves six ?homeless?
BY PHIL ARMSTRONG

Fire gutted Modular 148 last weekend. Personal property loss was
estimated at $2200, and the six residents were forced into make-shift
quarters in O'Connell. Photo by Dan Natchek.

Thursday Reporter
BY MICHAEL KERR
Vol. I, No. 1 of Thursday
Reporter will be on the stands this
Thursday.
The weekly administration
newspaper will be staffed by

Public Relations personnel and a
few work-study students. Its

emphasis will be on faculty and
staff news; the paper will not
include editorial comment or
investigative reporting, according
to editor Len Lazarick.
Thursday Reporter is Public
Relations' substitute for
University Notes, which was
published between 1968 and
October of last year. That
publication served as a bi-weekly
calendar of university events and a
round-up of faculty publications
and features.
Another PR publication bridge
begun last fall, was intended to
replace University Notes,
absorbing its entire budget, but
veering off almost immediately
toward an off-campus audience.
Discussion about a new
publication began in April of this
year when Pubhe Relations
personnel realized that bridge was
not fulfilling the information
needs of faculty and staff. It was
decided that the new publication,
Thursday Reporter, would be a
replacement for University Notes
and would be similar to BU's
Currents and Harvard's Gazette.
Lazarick said that Thursday
Reporter will have sections
devoted to major stories in the
university, faculty publications,
feature stories on individual
faculty members, and open
committee meetings and reports.
Thursday Reporter will not

no

named Fred?"

substitute

be any longer than eight pages,
Lazarick said. The back page will
serve as a bulletin board. The rest
of the paper will have a standard
format patterned after The
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Lazarick said that Thursday
Reporter "will be soliciting
advertising, althoughprobably not
in competition with any kind of
student publication."
Asked if Thursday Reporter
considers itself a repalcement for
The Heights Lazarick said, "We
don't think so. although there are
people who have been saying that,
both in the administration and on
The Heights. A newspaper which
is basically intended for the
faculty and staff and which is
produced by paid staff members
of the university is obviously not
a replacement for a free,
independent newspaper run by
students. I know there are people
who would disagree with that
statement. I don't think there is
anyone in the Office of Public
Relations who would disagree
with it."
Lazarick said that Thursday
Reporter will have "very little of
what you might want to call
'advocacy journalism.' There will
be no editorials and no
investigativereporting."
However, Lazarick said, "It is
the job of Public Relations to
present the truth, even when it
may be unfavorable. Most of what
this office does is not what most
people call 'P.R. The bad points
are discussed as well as the good."
"A university is hopefully
dedicated to the truth, and I think
a Christian university even more
so," Lazarick said. "Things that

Into the chandier-lit bar walked: a caterpillar; observing
the leather walls and purple-velvet trappings he sat himself
at an ancient oaken table. The aged bartender shuffled to
the table murmuring the agnus dci. To his request the caterpillar replied "absinthe". The bartender ambled away
and turned to say, as if an afterthought, "we have a drink
named after you." The response: "Oh, you have a drink

Another catastrophe has begun
the year for Modular Mesa?this
time a fire which gutted one
bedroom, left Modular 148
unusable, and destroyed $2,200
worth of personal property. No
one was injured in the blaze.
The Boston Fire Department
was notified of a fire in Modular
148 at 10:55 p.m. on Saturday,
Sept. 11. According to the fire
department, two trucks arrived on
the scene within three minutes,
but were delayed at the chain
which protects the modular
sidewalks from automobiles. No
security guard at the scene had a
key to unlock the chain, although
Arthur O'Leary, chief of BC
security, said that guards?and
only guards?have keys to the
chains. An observer estimated that
the delay lasted five minutes. The
firemen finally drove through the
chain, the observer said.
Jack Walsh, housing staff
coordinator, lives in one of the
modulars, and didn't have a key.

are dishonest, and outright lies,
obviously have no place in any
publication coming out of the
university. Also to be avoided are
things which have often been
referred to in a derogatory
manner as 'Jesuitical' truth. That
is, half-truths, things which are
superficially true that are so
presented so that those who hear
them will be misled."

He said that Housing officials and
the Fire Department had been
given keys after the incident.
Walsh claimed that the locked
chain prevented cars from
blocking the access.
Jim Phelin, one of the
occupants of 148, said that the
fire apparentlybegan when a lamp
left without its shade caught
something on a cluttered desk.
The fire burned, the vinyl wall
covering and the furniture in the
room. Because wind was minimal
during the fire, and due to the
construction of the prefabricated
apartments in units, damage was
confined to the upper floor of
only one unit. The entire
apartment was rendered unusable,
however, from smoke and water
damage.
Mods lack fire extinguishers
The modulars are not equipped
with fire extinguishers, though
Walsh claims they have been
ordered for every building (the
modulars are now in their second
year). An attempt was made to
fight the blaze with a lawn hose.
There are no fire alarms in the
buildings, but Walsh claims that
the phones are sufficient. A few
calls to New England Telephone,
however, revealed that installation
dates for phones may be delayed
as long as several months due to
insufficient lines in the area.
Housing Director Kevin Duffy
was not sure whether personal
property loss would be covered by
Boston College'sinsurance. "I just
don't know what our coverage is,"
Duffy stated, "I heard a thousand
dollars deductible but I don't

know." He said he hoped the
students would be back in their
modular within three weeks.
Arbor Homes goes bankrupt
The Heights has learned,
however, that Arbor Homes, Inc.,
the builders of the modulars, have
filed for bankruptcy, so' it is
doubtful whether they would be
capable of rebuilding the modular.
Depending on the extent of the
damage, reconstruction could
prove costly as well as lengthy.
The six students of 148 are
temporarily being housed on the
second floor of O'Connell.
O'Connell is no longer a dorm,
but was renovated during the
summer for use as a student
center.

Duffy said that both he and
the Fire Chief inspected the
building and were satisfied that
the building was not at fault for
the blaze, and no extra
precautions, such as additional
fireproofing, were necessary. All
dorms are inspected annually by
the Fire Department, Duffy said.

News Staff

(old & new)

Tuesday
4:30 p.m.
UGBC office

TUTORS
for the

Boston College
Upward Bound Program
Graduate and undergraduate Students
who are willing to spend between two
to five hours a week tutoring high
school students in various subjects.
Students are assigned to tutors
depending on the needs of one and
the abilities of the other.
Most of the tutoring is done on
campus from Monday to Thursday
either in the late afternoon or early
evening. Tutors receive a stipend of
$1.50per hour for their work.

Interested? Visit: the Upward Bound Office
McGuinn 433
call: extension 560
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Anderson calls for sweeping change in university structure
BY BARBARA FLANAGAN
The freshman class was greeted
last Monday by a call to action
from the Undergraduate
Government President and an
emotional attack on The Heights
by the university President.
Tim Anderson, UGBC
president, called on the freshmen
to work with UGBC toward seven
major goals, among them the
abolition of the core and tenure
system and the re-instatement of
The Heights.
He charged the administration
with refusing to implement half of
the 16 points agreed to by
students and administrators
during the 1970 tuition strike,
along with neglecting to
implement recommendations of
the 1970 Presidential Task Force.
"This administrative behavior
must not be allowed to continue,"
he urged.
"We must challenge the
serenity of this campus if we are
to win for ourselves the right to
govern our own educations and

our own lives," he said before
offering a seven-point target for
the 1971-72 school year:
"1. abolishing the core
curriculum;
"2. implementing the new
judicial code and bill of rights
developed during the summer and
printed in (last) week's Heights;
"3. ending military recruiting
on the BC campus;
"4. re-establishing our student
newspaper;
"5. greatly increasing the
student vote in policy making
bodies;
"6. adopting an optional

recruiting on this campus? None.

Only when it is forced to face the
possibility of imminent disruption
does the administration act to
keep off military recruiters. And
as of last December an injunction
stands against disruption of
recruiting. This means that at the
moment of a disruption police
will come to this campus and
arrest all those involved for
contempt of court. What has this
support of the American war
effort got to do with Christianity?
Nothing."
He decried the lack of
significant student representation,
urging students to "force
administrators and faculty to
relinquish control."
"At BC there is little room for
the free-spirited," he charged.
"This is what I want to change.
Students must begin to participate
in deciding upon the nature of the
university. To me student power
means the power to make us

pass/fail grading system;
"7. abolishing the present
tenure system and setting up
contracts that are reviewable
every five years for our faculty."
He charged that BC had. failed
to "live up to the liberal Christian
ideals it so loudly espouses,"
pointing particularly to military
recruiting. "What moral
considerations are listened to in free."
the dispute over ending military
Anderson's speech was
preceded by President W. Seavey
Joyce's, which began with an
extemporaneous attack on The
Heights.
He apologized to the freshmen
Anderson: "This administrative behavior must not be allowed to
for the "sour taste" that greeted
continue."
them when they arrived, and went some episodes which made it clear another student newspaper."
on to place the blame on The
to us that the people involved in
Joyce also stated that the
Heights, which, he claimed, was
the running of The Heights were reason The Heights was
responsible for "unfavorable
not the kind of people with whom functioning, even though it had
publicity and unnecessary strife,
we felt we could negotiate and no university financial support,
dissension and worst possible enter into a contract."
was that '"apparently the
impressions." He apparently
He stated emphatically that as President of your Student
referred to the most recent issue long as The Heights publishes, Government feels he can use your
on campus, The Heights' eviction
there will be no other student money for this purpose. Now I am
from its offices three days before
newspaper on campus. "There it not questioning his right to do
his speech.
is," he said. "We can't have two of this, I am merely stating the fact.
Joyce alluded to the "real
them."
"So The Heights is out and
sense of the positive spirit at
However, should The Heights there is a student newspaper on
College"
Boston
which he hoped
the freshmen would find in their be "willing to dissolve itself, then the Boston College campus^"
we at Boston College would be
Joyce went on from there to
encounters with members of the
happy to negotiate with the most capsulize the history of Boston
went
BC community, and
on to
respectable elements we could from its origins in England to its
explain BC's relationship with The
find, one way of setting up "appalling"slums today.
Heights.

Joyce: 'The people involved in the running of The Heights are not
the kind of people with whom we felt we could negotiate and enter
into a contract."

"Our experience with The
Heights newspaper has been
thoroughly bad," he stated. He
mentioned negotiations that
began "over a year ago" to make
the newspaper autonomous,
claiming that "there have been

aoJcode;
poryfvcdeelrsjudical
President W. Seavey Joyce has
handed the proposed judicial code
back to the committee that drew
it up, unaltered and unapproved.
Joyce has indicated to
members of the committee that
he considers the new code (see
The Heights, Sept. 12, 1971) too
sweeping a change to be
implemented quickly. He intends
to send the document through
"proper channels" before
implementing it.
The 16-member subcommittee
of the Priorities Committee,
which drew up the judicial code
during the summer, intended that
the UAS and the Directors receive
the document for consideration.
However, they did request that
Joyce "consider this document,
and pending its approval by a 2/3
majority of the UAS, with
subsequent ratification by the
Board of Directors, make it
temporarily in force." Joyce
declined to do this.
The President's Office also

ordered 6,500 copies oflast year's
"Student Responsibility" section
from the Student Guide,
presumably for distribution to
undergraduates. Richard Olsen,
Executive Assistant to the
President, reportedly claimed that
the reason for distributing last
year's judicial code was that it was
still in effect until another is
passed.
The main difference between
last year's code and the new code
is most concisely expressed in the
respective titles, "Student
Responsibility" and "Rights and
Responsibilities of the Academic
Community at Boston College."
Last year's system provides
merely the mechanism for
prosecuting offenses of students.
The only mention of rights is in
the- section on "trial rights," and
those rights are merely
technicalities of Conduct Board

..

to
cUAS
onsidOcterdocberum1
ent

administrators equal as far as
rights and responsibilities are
concerned. Under the new code,
"Any member of the academic
has redress against
community
any other member." And, for the
first time at Boston College, the
constitutional rights of members
of the community would be
guaranteed.

AffirmativeDiarp.oAintcedton
Alice Jeghelian, a Nursing

counselor and member of the
Committee on the Role of
Women (COROW), was
appointed Special Assistant to
the President and Director of
BC's Affirmative Action
Program.
The newly-created position
was announced Friday to the
faculty convocation by
President W. Seavey Joyce.
Few details about the new
post were available at press
time, but it appears that Miss
Jeghelian's position was
created in anticipation of
HEW's impending investigation
(Committee and Panels)

... is a

The Heights has just obtained court oT last resort, to be used
the second section of the only after other less formal
proposed judicial code, "Judicial procedures have failed. For this
Procedures." That section reason we believe that it is of the
provides for a Judicial Committee utmost importance to retain
composed of eight faculty, five

undergraduate students, three
graduate students and two
Presidential appointees, who will
subdivide into Judicial panels of
five members (2 faculty, 2
students and 1 Presidential
appointee). The Panel will hear all
cases; the Committee will hear
appeals of the Panel's decisions.
The drafters of the Judicial
hearings.
The new code, however, Procedures emphasize that "the
considers students, faculty and formal judicial process

within the judicial system a
recognized channel for informal
settlement of disputes and
grievances. (Emphasis theirs) This
channel, which we term
mediation, should perform a
function similar in many ways to
that of the Vice President for
Student Affairs, except broadened
in scope to account for the
broadened constituency of the
proposed judicial system."
The proposed "Rights and

BC's alleged sex
discrimination policies. It is
likely that an investigationwill
not begin until January or
of

February.

Should HEW find BC in
violation of Executive Order
1 1,246, which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of
sex, race, creed, color or
national origin, BC will be
required to submit an
"affirmative action compliance
program," a plan for rectifying
the discriminatory policies.
It appears that Miss
Jeghelian's job will be to get a
head-start on BC's plan.
Responsibilities and

Judicial

Procedures" will be presented to
the UAS at its Round Hill meeting
during the weekend of October 1.
Tim Anderson, Don White, and
Edward Hanrahan, S.J., all

members of the subcommittee,
will present the code to the UAS.
A student representative to the
subcommittee told The Heights
that the subcommittee members
are "emphatically in favor" of the
new judicial code, and hope to
have it implemented as quickly as

possible.

(Ed. note: The Heights will
print the "Judicial Procedures"
section as soon as publication
space permits.)

09/20/1971
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HARANGUE/HEIGHTS/HOUSING
Joyce's Speech
BCOMYENTR
ARO: B UFF
"Thank you very much. Ladies and gentlemen of Boston
College, I am supposed to talk to you on the theme of
Boston-the college, and the city, and that is what I
"
propose to do
Monday afternoon. The President of Boston College
speaks to the freshman class. A drizzle falls outside
McHugh, and the class of 1975 catches with curiosity their
first glimpse of the Very Reverend W. Seavey Joyce.
Joyce is visibly uneasy. He has learned that the
undergraduate president will not follow tradition and will
deliver a speech which may prove embarrassing to the
President. Joyce will leave before that speeh, indicating
some prior commitment or the like. He has, of course, been
advised not to mention the student newspaper at any time
during the orientation address. No one really expects him
to. The television people are present primarily to film
Anderson's speech for the six o'clock news.
"..... Unfortunately, an issue has arisen on our
campus, and I think in fairness, I think I should take a
moment to say something about it."
The President suddenly departs radically from all
expectation and extemporaneously rifles a nearly
ten-minute assault at the university student paper, The
Heights. The tone is bitter, the freshmen silent and stunned.
Channel seven and channel five gleefully capture the ten
minutes and air the most acrid moments to their viewers

Statement of Policy

....

that evening. All and all it is a pretty exciting few minutes.
Unfortunately, it was a pretty bad speech. Exhibited in
the address was a penchant toward over-simplification,
deception, and naked resentment that one seldom has the
opportunity to witness in the product of an academician. A
complicated and crucial problem was superficially treated,
thoughtlessly grandstanded, and dealt with in such a way as
to tarnish the office of President in front of a class of
freshmen and an audience of television viewers. Perhaps
the attempt might have been more appropriate and more
profitable vis-a-vis an audience of alumni. To a group of
freshmen it faile-d miserably, and Boston College, not The
Heights, came out of McHugh Monday as the loser.
And while on the subject of the university's only student
newspaper, may we suggest that as far as the staff is
concerned, 1971-72 will be a normal publishing year.

Good Housekeeping?
BY CHRIS CAMPOS
Bo: ton College Housing has had quite an interesting
history composed mostly of outstanding inadequacy and
ineptitude. The difficulties of providing living quarters for
2500 undergraduates have consistently proved to be among
the most notorious deficiencies of university management.
In their attempt to both conserve funds and satisfy
everyone, the administration has, in an almost comic
fashion,, failed throughout. All the numerous plans for a
lower campus Eden have blissfully floated through
administration promises and student dreams until their
eventual drowning in the seas of lost priorities. Renovations
annually fade away through budget cuts, and long range
planning in forgotten word. What remains is a confused
morass of organization, style and quality. Unfortunately,
the aspects of a student's residence are most often the
deciding factor in the success of his university life. Such a
fact is too often ignored by too many people resulting in a
lot of excess frustration and conflict.
At the onset of this year, however, conditions seem to
have improved in some areas at least. The chaos of last
year's modular adventures has faded into memory with the
continued operation of Kevin Duffy's administration into a
consecutive second year. For a welcome change, the
number of students assigned to imaginary beds was kept at
a minimum. In fact, even the modular village (BC's own
edition of Let's Make A Deal) has been artfully landscaped

thus eliminating its post-Depression decor. This along with
the opening of the Commons Building and Recreational
complex, should solidify the lower campus's position as the
best residence area within the university. In'other areas,
room registration proceeded much more smoothly than in
past years. By keeping key acquisition within each separate
dormitory, confusion is minimized while the chore of
moving in is facilitated. Women's bed spaces have also been
greatly increased on both the upper and lower campuses.
Finally, it seems that the realities of equal co-education are
being realized. Also, with the upcoming opening of
O'Connell Hall as a student union, a new potential for
community living may emerge.
However, despite some welcome improvements, there
still remain an overload of deficiencies. Room assignments
continue to be delivered as late summer surprises. The new
housing contract offers no new administrative services while
placing increased formal restriction upon the student.
Perhaps a contract negotiated with the students rather than
dictated to them would be more credible.
In other areas, things were found to be missing also. On
South Street, newly arriving students discovered not only a
substantial lack of lounge furniture but also room furniture.
There was absolutely no thorough preparation of the South
Street Dorms before the arrival date. South Street ran an
undisputed last on the list of housing priorities. One very
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The Heights, established 1919, is published weekly by
The Heights Incorporated. The Heights is the university
student newspaper of Boston College, supported by the
efforts of students and faculty. Participation on The
Heights is open to all students, regardless of sex, race,
religious preference, or political point of view.
Membership on the newspaper is absolutely
non-selective. The Heights actively encourages all Boston
College students interested in working for the university
student newspaper to join its staff. The paper, in
addition, welcomes contributions from both the faculty
and administration of the university.
The purpose of The Heights is to print and comment
on news of interest to the university community in
accurate form, within the limits of publication space.
The columns of the newspaper shall serve as open forum
for the consideration of questions of university concern,
and The Heights shall invite discussion and opinion from
all segments of the university.
It is the function of The Heights to provide
opportunities and help in the development of
journalistic skills in members of the student body.
All articles and letters printed in the newspaper are
the responsibility of the author and the editorial board.
They do not necessarily reflect the views of the
administration, faculty, or student body in general. The
decision to print particular articles or letters rests
ultimately with the editorial board.
The editorial board is the sole policy making body of
the newspaper and is collectively responsible for any
article taken by the newspaper.
All copy except letters shall be selected for
publication on the basis of interest and importance to
the Boston College community as determined by the
respective editors.
Any article which by its nature expresses the opinion
of an individual must be designated as such and signed
by that individual.
great influence was the incompetence and ignorance of
Physical Plant. Chestnut Hall could have passed for a
condemned building in June. Major renovation on the
building did not even start until a few days before students
arrived. The gaping holes in the walls aptly illustrated to
newly arriving freshmen BC's faithful committment to its
student body. Even today, the renovation has not been
completed. If there is any one department of the university
that seems to excel most in the fields of incompetence and
inefficiency, physical plant would be it. In a year when a
room and board increase is rumored, a greater interest in
received services would seem a necessity.
Yet there is another perhaps more important area of
concern to be considered. In the past, Boston College has
been noted for its almost total lack of any semblance of
community within its dormitories. Admittedly, it is an
extremely difficult problem. The physical layout of housing
cripples a lot of potential at the start. There are six
completely diverse communities: the upper campus, the
modulars, South Street, Byron Village, Cleveland Circle;
and off-campus housing. Coupled with this difficult spread
of student living is the apathy already germinating within
the community. For too long, life here has been a
splintered maze of individuals with little or no cohesiveness.
The atmosphere of the upper campus often resembles that
of the local zoo. Residence in the modulars is an almost
automatic listing with missing person's bureau. Each area
has its own distinct character, with its own distinct ability
to swallow a student whole. The life can be overwhelming,
rewarding, or uneventful depending on the accompanying
cast and the student's ability to direct the play. Yet it still
remains the student's ultimate responsibility to find his
own particular route and no doubt it will always be that
way. However, there must be easier methods. The newly
proposed house system promises (if approved) a greater
opportunity to build a viable community. The key once
again is how far apathy has gone, how many shells can be
shattered, how many mazes can be destroyed. People might
start seeing each other again.
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LETTERS
NO DICK?
The Heights,
A liberal candidate must win the Presidency in 1972.
Eugene McCarthy was the sole liberal candidate who dared
challenge the incumbent Lyndon B. Johnson in 1967, when
there was hope of bringing the Viet Nam tragedy to a
speedy end. Only when Eugene McCarthy had
demonstrated massive public support in the New Hampshire
presidential primary did other candidates dare to express
anti-war views and seek the presidency.
Major reforms of Congress are urgently needed. There
are not enough forward-looking modern men in either
political party in our seniority-rideen Congress. There is a
substantia] question whether either political party will hold
a truly democratic nominating convention. The clubs of
Chicago police disgraced the Democratic convention floor
in 1968. We have not forgotten.
We are forming a group of persons interested in the
candidacy of Eugene McCarthy for the Presidency of the
United States. It is still an open question whether he can be
most effective within the Democratic Party or in a new
party especially organized to replace the outworn
machinery of the existing major parties. We particularly
welcome a dialogue with well-informed citizens who work
in journalism and in the media of television and radio.
You have to keep up the good work, we need
responsible newspapers in our colleges to tell the students
the truth, not the Dean's views, etc. We would like to hear
from you. Glad to hear you're still there.
Bruce Sinofsky
5 Tennyson Road
West Newton, Mass.

NO WAY
To: The Heights
The Editorial Board of Sui Juris , the official news
journal of Boston College Law School, hereby proclaims its
support for the efforts of The Heights to offer the
undergraduate student body an uncensored view ofcampus
affairs. In his concurring opinion in the recent New York
Times case, Mr. Justice Douglas declared:
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acting pursuant to a
resolution of the
Editorial Board.

SOCIOLOGY
A somewhat open letter to various members of the Boston
College "Community" concerned about the future of the
University.
From: Ritchie Lowry, Professor of Sociology
A number of things have happened at Boston College
recently which have disturbed me. However, no single
incident has saddened and distressed me so much as the
arrest of Tom Sheehan and Mike Berkey on May 20 for
felony charges which could bring up to five years in prison.
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When I came to the university five years ago, I was
immediately impressed by the strong and warm sense of
community and the excitment of collective adventure
which marked the campus. To be sure, there were problems
relating to adequate faculty and student participation in
decision-making, development of excellence in academic
programs, and the like. Nevertheless, the university had a
communal espirit which I had never experienced before and
which I felt could become the basis for meaningfully
addressing other problems, no matter how challenging,
There was a humane and compassionate climate. At times,
it took the form of a benevolent authoritarianism, but one
had the feeling that if a faculty member, a student, or other
member of the university community were in trouble his
needs would be responded to. As
Catholic, it seemed
irreplacable
to me that this
community base was a function
of the religious tradition of the university and was the one
thing which really could distinguish Boston College from
other universities and colleges. Futhermore, it seemed that
this cultural characteristic should be protected and guarded
while other changes, especially secularizing ones, were
carried out.
But somewhere in our recent history, we all seem to
have lost this valuable ingredient. Faculty, students,
administrators, and alums appear increasingly willing to
treat one another in impersonal and hostile ways, The latest
event mentioned above appears to be the culmination of
that process. There is another way of putting this. The
American Association of University Professors, which
investigates hundreds of cases of university and college
crises per year, stresses the absolute necessity for campus
communities to be able to resolve difficulties, no matter
how serious, internally, As a matter of fact, the AAUP
argues that the ability of a campus community to do so
becomes a measure of its maturity, vitality, and community
strength.
By this criterion, Boston College appears to be in the
process of abandoning its essential- character. Consider a
campus context where most alums show little financial or
moral support when the university faces major problems,
where some students feel they must wire-tap or strike to be
heard, where many faculty show little interest in active
leadership, and where administrators must bring students
into court through the offices of the Attorney General of
the state (who is, with tragic irony, a graduate of the
university) in order to maintain authority. May 20, 1971,
was a very sad day in the life of our university.
Ritchie Lowry

"The dominant purpose of the First Amendment was to
prohibit the widespread practice of governmental
suppression of embarrassing information."
Although we believe in the right of civil disobedience in
certain circumstances, we can offer no conclusion
concerning the merits of the case against the two Heights
editors as individuals. However, to proceed against The
Heights as an entity because of the alleged activities of
some of its staff (and before their guilt or innocence has
been resolved by the courts), seems to us to reek of childish
vengeance. Such behavior is inconsistent with the concept
of a university supposedly dedicated to the liberation of the
intellect. That the university may have an action against
those who allegedly "bugged" the Trustees' meeting is
clear, Yet it is equally clear that once the information was
obtained, however it was obtained, The Heights should have
been free to print it without reprisal.
The action of the university in severing relations with
The Heights is to be regretted. It cannot but be an
embarrassment to a community of intelligent citizens, and
a blot upon our "search for truth."
In closing, we would urge the undergraduate community
to abstain from any activity that might result in any of its
members having to carry the burden of a criminal record
throughout their lives. Let us demonstrate to the College
administration, the reason, understanding and charity
which they so loudly proclaim but so poorly practice.
S. James Boumil

THE HAITT INSTITUTE
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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A Love Poem
I
1 .Only morons and Spanish professors can be interested in dates.
2.The first requirement for an artist is to know how to swim.
3.Pataphysics is the science of imaginary solutions, which symbolically

attributes the properties of objects, described by their
virtuality. to their lineaments.
4.The joyless futility ofeverything, when one is enlightened.
5.1 do not believe in ghosts, astrology, palmistry, graphology, John
Cage, love, or God. I do believe in the moment, in the pleasures of
the flesh, of conversation, of art-at least for the few so minded.
6.ART IS A SILLY THING.

II

WING I

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

The Author
Jean Arp
Gore Vidal
Ingram Friser
Arthur Cravan
Alfred Jarry
JacquesVache
-by R. J. P.

"my neighbot the idiot, never smiled, but
laughed continually. "

-Nathanael "Pep" West
Once upon a time there lived the Holy
Spirit; Aristophanes added his bit,
Hitchcock and of course the Byrds. The
Bible does tell of Lot; Max Ernst finally
painted Lop Lop, and Galway Kinnell has
written "flop flop." At Boston College
there was Spectrum, which slowly
hardened into Cement, which for a few
hours (12 to be exact) became Afghan, but
now we are Wingwing!. There are those
who have accused us of appropriating this
catchy cognomen from the Kinks: ditty
"It's All Right" (for the ignorant the
passage in question is; "I'm on a wing-wing,
I'm gonna fly by/To see my baby and I
know why-why"). And while Ray is a good
friend, we do not claim that these are evil
men, only that they are immensely
deluded, yes, that they have been gravely
misled. It only goes to show.
Wingwing! is therefore an occasional
journal of fantasy, the arts and the pedantic with always an admiring look back
(over the shoulder, in a phrase) at the
crafts and trades; ever striving toward the
ephemeral, the obscure and the bawdy in
our search for the essential unity
underlying all experience. We unabashedly
follow in the footprints of The Yellow
Book, Screw, The Little Review, Verve,
391, Jedermann sein eingner Fussball,
Guano and the recently resurrected
Saturday Evening Post. No, we do not
claim to be gods, but neither are we mere
mortals.
Si les vieux imbeciles n'avaient pas
trouve dv Moi que la signification fausse,
nous n'aurions pas a balayer ces millions dc
squelettes gui, depuis un temps infinie, ont
accumule les produits dc leur intelligence
borgnesse, en s'en clamant les auteurs!
?Arthur Rimbaud

Wingwing

Portrait dc TRISTAN TZARA
pa'

FRANCIS PICABIA

() To The Wingwing Manifesto
(The pages of Wingwing are open to all in and around the Boston College community.
We are especially interested in the contributions of faculty members, secretaries,
librarians, and any others whose work is not usually considered for publication on this
campus. Fiction, poetry, drama, critical notes on extant or inordinately esoteric reviews,
baseless innuendoes, pointless non-fiction, bawdy limericks, obscure parodies and your
own presence as a staff member or an editor (me an editor of Wingwing? yes you!) are
among our""printable desires. It is only fair to warn you that our standards are
outrageously high and our intolerence for the ordinary, the facile or the drably polemical
is bounded only by the limits of the law. But if you think you've got the stuff do drop by
our office, or write us, Wingwing, O'Connell Annex Room 1 1. Remember: "The man
who cannot visualize a horse galloping on a tomato is an idiot".)
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BY ED SHEA
Byrdmaniax (Columbia XC 30640) was
released this past July and in some ways
it's a puzzling album at least in relation to
the Byrds' earlier work. For although this
album has the usual number of typical
Byrdsongs (that is, strong lead vocal with
three part harmony played off against an
electric twelve-string and what amounts to
a steel guitar) there are surprisingly, a
number of songs which utilize strings,
songs which seem overdone and not at all
in the Byrds' style. For if the group's
material was always "pretty" (see "Set
You Free This Time" or "The World Turns
All Around Her" from their second album)
it was never self-consciously so; the strings
on this album/at times, though not always,
seem like an obvious attempt by the group
to make their music "nice" or perhaps
palatable to the over-50 audien-ce, like The
101 Strings doing the Beatles, This may be
producer Terry Melcher's fault (as it was
Phil Spector's on"The Long And Winding
Road") and one wonders whether it
wouldn't have been better if Manson had
succeeded.
Another puzzling and nagging aspect of
this album is the constant use of shrill
femal (chick?) backing voices for Boger
McGuinn's lead singing, reminiscent of the
group's single of two summer's ago, "Lay
Lady Lay" which was a complete failure.
What makes these backing vocals all the
more irritating and out of place is the fact
that the Byrds possess enough talent (after
all, they have always been among rock's
finest singing groups) in their three other
members to handle all the vocals
themselves quite easily?in fact each
member of the group is talented enough to
sing lead as they all have done in the past.

FDToewanm ield
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But to illustrate these points with
specific songs. The album's opening cut is
"Glory Glory" a gospel number written by
the same person who wrote the incredible
"Jesus Is Just All Right", perhaps the
group's finest sdng since Crosby, Hillman
and the rest left the original Byrds. Unlike
"jesus" however, wiht it's simple yet very
powerful interplay of McGuinn's and lead
guitarest Clarence White's guitars, "Glory
Glory" seems overdone with McGuinn's
voice empahsized by an electronic echo
(not a bad thing in itself the same was done
on Notorious Byrd Brothers to the kudos
of all) and backed by those irritating
female voices and strings.
Another cut on the first side is "I
Trust", one of the album's singles and a
song the group was doing live a year ago. In
its lyrics, "Somehow I know, everything is
gonna turn out alright", the song resembles
"Let It Be" and it's good but the back up
chorus is here again and one longs for the
great full harmonies of White and drummer
Gene Parsons instead.
The last two cuts on this side are a
couple of numbers written by bass player
Skip Battin and L.A. legend Kirn Fowley,
"Tunnel Of Love" and "Citizen Kane".
Both songs in mood and arrangement
attempt to capture the spirit of late 30's
and 40's. These are organs and trombones
and horns (although not the stunning horns
of "Artificial Energy" but rather more
languid horns) to complement Battin's
vocals and while both songs try to be

especially adept on snare drum.
The next cut, "My Destiny" is even
better wiht Clarence White singing lead,
Ten years ago White sang lead with his
family in a bluegrass group called The
Kentucky Colonels and on this number his
singing is perfect. Because of the obvious
sincerity in his voice and his almost
immobile stage presence, resembling
nothing so much as a nervous hick, White
seems ideal for "My Destiny", one of those
whining country numbers about a guy
who's lost his love because he's a bit too
slow. The song has a piano opening (one of
the characteristics of this album is the
constant use of a piano in many cases
instead of McGuinn's 12-string) and
features former Burrito Brother steel
guitarist Sneaky Pete swapping leads with
White who plays a standard electric with a
filter attachment which produces a sound
much like a pedal steel.
"Kathleen's Song" is next which is
another McGuinn-Jacques Levy
composition, four of which appeared on
Untitled and which make up part of the
score of the yet-released play Tryp.
"Kathleen's Song" was dropped at the last
moment from Untitled but it is a fine song.
The lyrics and Roger McGuinn's distinctive
voice transcend the seemingly unnecessary
presence of strings here, McGuinn and
White play accoustic guitars also and it
seems the song could have been even more
effective if there were just these guitars and
not the strings. Yet this is a very beautiful
song!
The album's last cut is its best, a
number called "Jamaica" Written by L.A.
songwriter Jackson Browne who also wrote
a number of songs on Nico's first album, it
again features Clarence White on lead vocal
with Gene Parsons, as usual, singing the
high harmony, and his work in this respect
is as good as his singing on the great "Tulsa
County" (Parsons in addition to singing
fine back-up has perhaps the finest pure
voice in the group and it's a shame that he
doesn't sing any leads on this album). This
is a first-rate song and it is the Byrds at
their very best!
In summary, Byrdmaniax is a bit of a
disappointment in comparison with
Untitled and there seems to be some
confusion in the group about what
direction they wish to go. Yet this is still a
good album with most of the second side
more than making up for the unfortunate
inclusion of a female chorus and strings on
some of the numgers. If all of the numbers,
were as good as "Jamaica" or "My
Destiny", it would have been a very fine
album. As it is, despite some reservations
this is another solid album, another
"electronic magazine" as McGuinn says,
songs on this side. "Green Apple, Quick the thirteenth and certainly not the last
Step" is a breakdown with Parsons on from a group whose types of music have
banjo and harmonica, White on guitar and passed through as many changes as its
sideman Byron Berline on fiddle. The personnel and whose large body of work
number really flys with a constant now and in the future, along with perhaps
interplay between Parsons and White, that of the Beach Boys, will be
Unlike the earlier "pickin' " songs which remembered as the finest to be produced
the group has done ("Nashville West", by an American rock group.
"Black Mountain Rag") which showcase
NOTE: The Byrds will appear in
is
talent,
Apple"
White's
"Green
Gene concert at the Music Hall on Wednesday
Parson's turn to demonstrate his ability on evening, September 22 at 7:30 pm. Also on
banjo. In addition incidently, he is one of the program will be J. F. Murphy & Salt.
rock's most subtle drummers using his For information call Folklore Productions,
cymbals like a jazz percussionist and being 482-1827.

satiric they only partially suceed and end
up being merely clever or cute. While
interesting enough, material such as this is
just not in the Byrds style and in any case
The Kinks do this kind of parody far
better!
"i Wanna Grow Up To Be A Politician"
opens the second side and this is another
satire of sorts with McGuinn doing the
singing and while a good song, it seems to
lack the subtlety of the earlier "Drug Store
Truck Drivin' Man".
1
What redeems Byrdmaniax from being a
merely mediocre album are the last four
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Eagles blast Temple 17-3
Defense, Rippman key to victory

BY ED HURLEY
Philadelphia,Pa. Sept. 19
The Boston College Eagles,
after suffering through a miserable
week of memories of
Morgantown's Mountaineers,
bounced back in fine style beating
Temple, 17-3, Saturday night.
Temple Stadium, with its
insufficient lighting, set a sullen
mood for what was billed as
Temple's initial step in its climb
back to football recognition. The
performance of the Eagles
squelched this mood for the
numerous BC supporters on hand
for the game.
The Eagle defense, dubious to
many after last week's
performance, rebounded after a
poor first quarter and lived up to
pre-season expectations. Time Q.B. Ray Rippman: ". our pass patterns were Linebacker Kevin Clemente: "We were able to stop
Temple on the ground and this boosted the defensive
after time, the Temple backs effective, especially Ed Rideout's."
pride."
drove into the BC line, only to be
repelled by the tough front four. momentum. Coach Joe Yukica and the Eagles were on their way
The final BC score was hung up
Temple opened the scoring, started to play around with with a 7-3 half-time lead.
by John (Remember that 51
The second half lookedlike the yarder at Air Force) Kline on a 44
when Nick Mike-Mayer, the Owl's different running backs and
soccer style kicker, popped one seemed to find the right combo in
Eagles of old. The defense was yard field goal that split the
from 44 yards out which caught fullback Ralph Hudson and Texan constantly smearing quarterback uprights perfectly.
the left upright of the goal post Jack Laurenzo at halfback. At Shobert as he set up to pass. End
Eagle mentor Joe Yukica will
and fell through to give the about the same time, Ray
Greg Broskie and tacke Jeff sleep well this week after "The
Yeates wouldn't allow him an worst week of my life," as he put
Philadelphians their only scoring Rippman started finding his
of the night. Things looked bleak targets and things were a little inch of breathing room. Temple it. "We've had a tough week
for the Eagles, who seemed to be brighter for the Eagles.
gained only 28 yards on the trying to get ready, and finally
march
late
in
the
playing a fifth quarter of the West
ground for the game, -4 in the everything began to jell. When we
a
good
After
second half.
Virginia mistake. Temple second quarter, highlighted by
put that first score on the board,
quarterback, Doug Shobert was Rippman's passing to Ed Rideout
Rippman and Gordon Browne, it was the biggest spurt of
hitting his receivers, Bob and Don Schneider and Hudson's after a Larry Molloy interception, emotion from our boys since
Thornton and Clint Graves, at running, sophomore Phil Bennett put the Eagles on the scoreboard before the West Virginia game."
-will, and though their running took a Rippman pitchout and again at 6:18 of the third period
Linebacker and co-captain
game was ineffective, the Owls scooted around the right end into and again Berridge converted. Kevin Clemente was pleased. "We
were moving the ball well.
lacked confidence in ourselves and
the end zone with only 27 Temple tried to come back, but a
Then, in the second quarter, seconds to go in the half. Larry Dave Ellison interception stopped needed a lift. We were able to stop
BC started to gain some Berridge converted the extra point any threat by the Owls.
Temple on the ground and this

.

rest hloakAesf chedule
Chuck Voith, tackle Glen Nardi, which set 38 team and individual
and safety Mark schickner should records. The offense has lost only
one starter and the defense only
stand out.
The University of Richmond four (the defense allowed less
lost 20 lettermen, 6 of them than 18 points a game). The
All-Southern players. Only return of the fourth best receiver
All-Southem Cornerback Ray in the country, Mike Siani, and
Easterling returns, an All-America one of the > nation's top 20 QB's,
candidate. Although the Spiders Daryl Woodring, has to make the
have big running backs for the Wildcats a tough hurdle this year.
first time, they will have to
Texas Tech is faced with some
rebuild the offensive and rebuilding this season. Only tackle
defensivelines. The ariel game will Tim Schaffner returns to the front
not be as potent as in past line on defense. The secondary
seasons, the attack being more and the linebacking, however,
balanced. The team has fine should be good. Offensively,
ground gainers in fullback Barty All-Southwest Conference
Smith and tailback Billy Meyers, fullback Doug McCutchen, Miles
but the loss of Charlie Richards Langehenning, and Johnny
has got to hurt.
Kleinert should make for a potent
Villanova is returning some 30 ground game.
lettermen from last year's squad
Pitt will be switching to a
multiple offense this season, led
by veteran QB's John Hogan and
Dave Havern. The four top ball
from last season have
carriers
The 1971 Schedule with opponents' 1970records
graduated making for some
inexperience, but the Panthers
Sept. 11 West Virginia / won 8 lost 3
possess a good corps of receivers
and a strong line in front of them.
Sept. 18 Temple / won 7 lost 3
Five starters from 1970 return to
Sept. 25 Navy / won 2 lost 9
the defensive unit which was hit
Oct. 2 at Richmond / won 4 lost 6
hard by injuries last year.
Oct. 9 Villanova / won 9 lost 2
Syracuse will display a deep
Oct. 16 at Texas Tech / won 8 lost 4
and experienced outfit this season
with 9 starters returning to the
Oct. 23 Pittsburgh / won 5 lost 5
offense and 8 to the defense. The
Nov. 6 at Syracuse / won 6 lost 4
defense will be led by All-America
Nov. 13 No. Illinois / won 3 lost 7
tackle Joe Ehrmann and Tom
Nov. 20 Massachusetts / won 4 lost 5 tied 1
Myers, with a solid linebacking
Nov. 27 at Holy Cross / won 0 lost 10 tied 1
unit. Offensively, 6 interior
linemen from last season will
return this year to clear the way

After opening the season in
Morgantown on a sour note, BC
has bounced back convincingly
against Temple. With these two
games under our collective belts,
the following represents a brief
look at the teams remaining on
this year's schedule.
Navy was plagued by an
inconsistent offense last year, but
a good corps of runners led by
Andy Pease, Bob Elflein, and Don
Canterna have returned. Mike
McNallen will be tough to replace
at QB, but Ade Dillon has the
tools to move in. Top receivers
will be Mike Barr and soph Larry
Van Loan. If the young offensive
line can come up with adequate
blocking, Navy should have a
much-improved offense.
Defensively, middle linebacker

boosted the defensive pride. When
Ray started hitting, we knew we
were on the right track." Asked
about a harder pass rush in the
second half, Clemente
commented, "They knew we had
them stopped on the ground and
we figured that they'd try to cross
us up by throwing on early
downs. So we applied a little
pressure to the passer to help the
secondary out."
Quarterback Rippman had a
fine night (11 for 20 and 148
yards) and looked confident.
"We're starting to get on the
button. Our pass patterns were
effective, especially Ed Rideout's.
He was working across the middle
under their linebackers and if I
threw it near Ed, he had it."
Phil Bennett was the Eagles'
leading ground gainer with 50
yards in 17 carries. Bill Thomas
picked up 45 yards on 9 rushes
while nursing an injured foot.
Rideout was the leading receiver
with 7 receptions, most of them
key ones, good for 88 yards.
This Saturday, the Midshipmen
of Navy invade Alumni Stadium
for the home opener. They are a
tough crew who always come to
play and a real clash is expected.
While preparing for the Middies,
BC coaches will have pleasant
memories of bleak Temple
Stadium and Joe Yukica can get
some sleep.
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Praetorious.
The Huskies of No. Illinois, a
late addition on the 1971
schedule, feel that they have
improved in the speed and passing
departments. In Tom Wittum they
boast a fine kicking game. Other
plusses are depth at QB, promising
talent in the offensive backfield,
adequate experience in the
offensive line, and a veteran
secondary. The biggest problem
area is at tackle, with only junior
John Nokes returning.
First year coach Dick
MacPherson has twenty-six tor
lettermen returning to the UMass
squad this season, but only twelve
of these were regulars in 1970.
Experience is lacking at QB,
halfback, and at defensive end
especially. The return of Dennis
Gagnon and John O'Neill make
the kicking game tops.
The Crusaders of Holy Cross
are still feeling the effects of the
disastrous hepatitis epidemic
which cut short the 1969 season
and forced them to rebuild the
school's football program from
scratch. New Coach Ed Doherty is
confident of improvement as his
system becomes established. After
spring drills he commented, "We
will be paper-thin and
inexperienced, but very willing.
Lack of depth is most obvious,
If we
especially in the line
stay healthy, we should field a
team that will improve each week
as the season progresses."
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